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1. Introduction and statement of results. Let R" be «-dimensional Euclidean

space and let G be a finite group of orthogonal transformations of R" generated

by reflections. Let V=C be the complexification of R". Then G acts naturally

in V and we say that G is a Euclidean reflection group in F. Let S be the C-al-

gebra of complex-valued polynomial functions on V, let 7(S) be the subalgebra

of polynomials invariant under G and let F be the ideal of S generated by the

homogeneous elements of positive degree in IiS). Chevalley [2] has proved that

(a) 7(S) is generated over C by n algebraically independent homogeneous

polynomials fx, •••,/„ and the unit element.

(b) S ¡F as G-module affords the regular representation of G.

In view of (b) every irreducible G-module M occurs in S ¡F with multiplicity

equal to dimM. Since F is a homogeneous ideal, S/F= £a(S/F)9 is naturally

graded. We prove two theorems concerning the graded G-module structure of SjF.

The symmetric group G of degree n acts naturally as a Euclidean reflection

group in F by permuting the elements of a basis. The irreducible characters of

G are in 1-1 correspondence with partition diagrams of n nodes [6]. In the set

of partition diagrams there is a natural ordering. The evidence suggests that

characters which occur early in this ordering occur early in the decomposition

S/F = 2,(5 ¡F)q in the sense that they occur for small values of q. On the other

hand, a formula of Frobenius [6, p. 534] indicates that if a character occurs

early in the partition ordering, then a reflection (transposition) fixes a large part

of the corresponding representation space. These observations led to the following.

Theorem 1. Let G be a Euclidean reflection group and let M be an irreducible

G-module. Let y e G be a reflection, let M~ be the subspace of all x e M such that

yx = — x and suppose that dim M" = dim M~ is independent of y. If M is an

irreducible constituent of iSIF)^ for precisely the values qxiM),---,qr{M),

I = dimM, then the average of the q^M) is

dimM"

dimM

where r is the number of reflections in G.
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The assumption that dim M ~ is independent of y is satisfied for all M when

the reflections in G form a single conjugate class, and is satisfied for the irreducible

modules Ep of Theorem 2 when G is a Weyl group. The extreme cases in Theorem 1

are given by dimM- =0, corresponding to the principal character, and

dimM" = dimM, corresponding to the alternating character of G.

Theorem 2. Let L be a complex simple Lie algebra and let V be a Cartan

subalgebra of L. Let G be the Weyl group of L acting in V. Let Ep be the G-

module of alternating multilinear p-forms over V. Then Ep is irreducible and

occurs as a constituent of (S/F)q for precisely the values q = mh + ••• + min,

¿i < ■•• < ip, where mi + 1 is the degree off. A basis for the isotypic component

ofS/F of type Ep is given by the set of minors of order p of the Jacobian matrix J

offx,---,f„ reduced modF.

The irreducibility of the modules Ep for Weyl groups of the exceptional Lie

algebras (£6, (£7 was noticed by Frame [5]. It seems likely that Theorem 2 is true

for all the Euclidean reflection groups. The proof we give depends on a theorem of

Burnside [1] on Weyl groups which allows us to compute certain invariants of

G.(2) Theorem 2 and its proof have the following corollaries:

(2a) All minors of J are linearly independent over C and remain linearly in-

dependent after reduction modF. In particular, none of them vanish.

(2b) The algebra of invariants I(S/F ® £) is an exterior algebra over C on n

generators.

(2c) If £ = Ep £p is the Grassmann algebra of V, then the algebra of invariants

I(E ® £) is a truncated polynomial algebra over C, generated by the unit and an

element w such that wn+1 — 0. The generator w may be identified with the Killing

form.

(2d) For each p = 0, •••,« there exists a homogeneous isomorphism

/(S/F®£p)^/(S/F®£„_p)

of graded vector spaces. Existence of this isomorphism for p = 1 is equivalent

to so-called double duality in the exponents mh the fact that if the m¡ are arranged

in increasing order mx z% • •• ^ m„ then m¡ + mn_i+x is independent of i.

The double duality in the exponents m¡ was a long standing mystery for Weyl

groups, explained a few years ago by Coleman [3] and Kostant [7]. Even if one

assumes the double duality as known, the argument in (2d) does not furnish an

explicit isomorphism I(S/F ® Ex) c± I(S/F ® E„_x). We prove the existence of the

isomorphism by computing the Poincaré series of both spaces. It would thus be

interesting to give a direct invariant-theoretic proof for the double duality by

exhibiting an isomorphism which is in some sense a natural one. We have not been

able to do this, but present a line of argument which seems to lead in the right

(2) Added in proof. R. Steinberg has kindly shown me a proof of irreducibility which

is independent of Burnside's theorem. His argument is valid for all the Euclidean groups.
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direction. The elements of S ® Ex may be viewed as differential 1-forms on V.

We study the space of those differential 1-forms on V which are skew invariant

under G, in the sense that they are invariant under the rotation subgroup H of G

and change sign under the elements outside H. It is not hard to show that this

space is a free module over f(S) of rank n. From the double duality and the fact

that G has a unique invariant quadratic form one concludes that among the

polynomials fx, •••,/, there is a unique polynomial /„ of greatest degree. Then

assuming the double duality we prove the following.

Theorem 3. Let G be an irreducible Euclidean reflection group in V. Choose

coordinates in V and let ux,---,u„ be the minors of order n — 1 of J obtained by

deleting the partial derivatives off. Ifux,---,u„ are algebraically independent,

then there exists a homogeneous derivation d:S^> S<g>Ex of S-modules such that

df\,---,df„ are a basis for the module of skew invariant differential l-forms

overliS).

Granted the existence of the map d, we can construct an explicit isomorphism

IiS¡F®Ex)~IiSIF®En-x). We have been able to verify the algebraic in-

dependence of «!,••■,«„ in special cases but have no general argument. If the u¡

are algebraically independent, then the Jacobian (determinant) of the u¡ must be

a constant multiple of (detJ)"-2.

We work over the complex field C as a matter of convenience, and irreducibility

of modules will mean irreducibility over C. The complex field is probably an alien

here because a likely conjecture of Kostant states that all the absolutely irreducible

representations of a Euclidean reflection group may be written with coefficients

in R. In any case, a real linear group which contains a reflection and is irreducible

over R remains irreducible over C.

2. Notation. In this section we introduce some notation and collect some

elementary facts about invariants and characters. Let G be a finite group of order g.

By a graded G-module we mean a G-module which is a graded vector space

M = Hq^0Mq over C, in which each homogeneous component Mq is a G-module

finite dimensional over C. Let pq be the character of G corresponding to the module

Mq. To the graded G-module M we let correspond the series

Mit,y) = I pqiy)f,       y eG.
«go

For y = 1 this becomes the Poincaré series

Mit) = I (dim Mq)tq

of the graded vector space M. All the tensor products we consider are tenser

products over C. If M, N are graded G-modules, then M ® N has a natural

structure of graded G-module with the grading and G-module structure defined by
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(M®A0„=     E   Ma®Nb,
a + b = q

y(x ® y) = yx ® yy, x e M, y e N, y e G.

From the fact that the character of a tensor product (direct sum) of two

G-modules is the product (sum) of the characters it follows that

(M®A/)(r,y) = M(i,y)A(r,y).

We let f(M) denote the submodule of invariants of M, elements x e M such that

yx = x for all y eG. For a finite dimensional M with character p the connection

between invariants and characters is the formula

dim J(M) = —  E p(r).
g    yeG

Thus for a graded M we have

/(M)(0 = -  E M(i,y).

The dual M* of M has a natural G-module structure defined by

ijf)ix)=fiy~1x), xeM,feM*,yeG,

and we may extend this action to the algebra of polynomial functions on M or the

Grassmann algebra of M. If p is the character of M then p*(y) = p(y_1) is the

character of M*. We have an isomorphism M = M* of G-modules if and only if

the character of M is real. The space Homc(M,A/) has a natural G-module

structure defined by

iy(b)ix) = yitbiy " V)),    xeM,(be Homc(M, A), y e G,

and the submodule f(Homc(M, A/)) is just the space HomG(M, N) of G-

module homomorphisms. The natural isomorphism of vector spaces

Homc(M, N) sí N ®M* is an isomorphism of G-modules and induces an iso-

morphism HomG(M, N) s¿ I(N ® M*).In particular we see that if M is irreducible

then dim/(A ® M*) is the multiplicity of M in N, and that M is irreducible if and

onlyifdim/(M®M*) = 1.

3. Let G bs a Euclidean reflection group in V and let S be the algebra of complex

valued polynomial functions on V. Then S = HqzoSq has a natural structure of

graded G-module. A formula of Molien, easy to verify by assuming y in diagonal

form, states that

(11) ^^il-œ^l-il-œMT)

where a>L(y),---,(o„(y) are the eigenvalues of y as linear transformation of V.
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If M is a finite dimensional G-module we give S(g>M the grading defined by

(S® M)q = Sq®M. Then Molien'sformula implies

(3.2) /(S®M)(i) = —  I ^
g yea il-o)xiy)t)-il-coAy)t)

where p is the character of M. From Theorem (a) of Chevalley we see that

1
(3.3) IiS)it) =

(1 _fm, + l)...(l _(m„+l)

Chevalley has also shown [2] that if px,---,pkeS form a C-basis for S/F when

reduced modF, then px, •■• ,pk are a basis for S as free module over 7(S). From

this fact we readily deduce the following two lemmas.

Lemma  1. Let zq be the character o/(S/F)a. Then

E      t       (l-r'+yq-*■»■")
t   ^   J       (1-0)^)0••(l-cO„(y)0'

Proof. Let px,---,pkeS form a C-basis for S/F when reduced modF. Then

the map E^p^ -» S¡s¡ ® (p; + F), s; e 7(S) defines an isomorphism S =¿ IiS)®S/F

of graded G-modules. Since G acts trivially on /(S) we have S(r,y) =

J(S)(f)(S/F)(r,y). Thus from (3.1) and (3.3)

(S/f)(,,y-,)= o-'"'")•••<•--+1)
(l-ra.WO-ll-œ.WO

which proves the lemma.

If we let t -* 1 we find HqxAi) = 0 if y ̂  1 and Z0t0(1) = g, so that SaT9 is the

character of the regular representation of G. Thus S/F affords the regular repre-

sentation of G. If M is an irreducible G-module we let a0(M) be the multiplicity

of M in iS/F)q. Since S/F contains M with multiplicity equal to dimM we have

I aa(M) = dimM.
i

We view S%M naturally as an S-module and then 7(S® M) is an /(S)-module.

Lemma 2. Let M be an irreducible G-module. Then IiS®M) is a free

module over 7(S). It has a basis over I(S) consisting of homogeneous elements in

which the number of elements of degree q is aqiM*). The rank of f(S ® M) as

IiS)-module is equal to dimM.

Proof. In the proof of Lemma 1 we have remarked that S ^ v*(S) ® (S/F)

and hence S®M ^ 7(S) ® (S/F)® M. Since G acts trivially on 7(S) we see by

averaging over the group that 7(S ® M) ~ 7(S) ® IiS/F ® M). Thus 7(S ® M) is

free over 7(S) and we may choose as basisa C-basis for IiS/F ® M). This may be
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chosen as a union of C-bases for the /((S/F), ® M). But dim f((S/F), ® M) is the

multiplicity of the irreducible M* in iS/F)q so dim/((S/F)s®M) = aqiM*). The

rank of 7(S®M) as /(S)-module is thus E^a/M*) = dimM* = dimM. The

argument shows that f(S ® M) is free over f(S) for any G-module M.

4. To prove Theorem 1 we simply compute the Poincaré series 7(S®M*)(i)

in two ways and compare the results for t— 1. Set a(í) = E,a9(M)i4. From

Lemma 2 with M replaced by M* we have

/(S®M*)(<) =
(i-p. + l)..^!-^*!)

and thus from (3.2) we see that

(A n       ly   _M?)_=_ait)_
g y,GÍÍ-coxiy)t)-il-coniy)t)     (l-í»»+i)...(l-r»n+i)

where p is the character of M. Let Gx be the set of elements of G, distinct from

the identity, which fix an n — 1 dimensional subspace of V. For y e Gt the eigen-

values ojiiy) are 1,1, • • -, 1, co where a> is a root of unity. Now the fact that G may be

written as a real orthogonal group implies © = — 1. The left-hand side of (4.1)

becomes

l[ "(1)    ■ ' I M»--
(1-0"     (l-0"_1(l+0 ysGi

where ••• denotes terms which have at most (1 — t)n 2 in the denominator. Since

a(l) = 2ZgaqiM) = dimM = p(l) we have

1 Ep(y) + ...- *a® a(1)

(i-o»-i(i+o ~0r        (i-í-«+i)».(i-<-+i)  (l-o"'

Now multiply both sides by (1 - 0""1 and let i-»l. Using the known formula

[4; 8] g = n¡(m¡ + 1) f°r tne grouP order we find

(4-2) ^-   I piy)=-a'H)+Ulmt)ail)

where a' denotes the derivative with respect to t. For yeGx, p(y) = dimM*

— dimM" is, by assumption, independent of y. The number of elements in Gx is

the number of reflections in G which is known [4; 8] to beE¡m¡. From the

definition of a(0 we have a'(l) = HqqaqiM). If we insert this information in

(4.2) we find

^Em¡KdimM+-dimM_)=-Eaa,(M)+^Em¡)(dimM++dimM' )
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so that

Z qaqiM) = I Z m¡ 1 dim M~.

The average of the ?,(M) is then

^^(M)_dimM-r

S aqiM)      " dimM
i

with r = Z{»J/. The significance of the integer r = Z|W¡ in this formula becomes

clear if one observes, with Lemma 1, that r is the largest integer q for which

(S/F)a#0.

5. To prove Theorem 2 we shall need some results from an earlier article [9]

together with a lemma concerning certain invariants of the symmetric group. Let

E = TipEp be the Grassman algebra of V. The homogeneous component Ep of

degree p is the space of all p-linear alternating functions on F. We identify £0

with C and Ex, as vector space, with Sx. The group G acts naturally on £ and on

S ® £. Choose a coordinate system xx, • • •, x„ in F and let d: S ® £ -* S ® £ be the

C-linear map defined by

d:s®xu A--- Axi^Y.   j— ® xy A xu A ■■■ A xin,        seS.
j=i öxj

If we identify S with S®C then dx¡ = t/(x¡® 1) = 1 ® x¡ so that the elements

of S ® Ep may be written in the form

Z     sH...tdxtl —dxin,       sir..i:eS.
it <••■<;„

It is clear that S ® £ is just the algebra of differential forms on V and that d is

exterior differentiation. Since d commutes with the action of G on S ® £ it follows

that d maps 7(S ® £) into 7(S ® £). In particular, the differentials df¡ are invariants

of S ® £. We have shown in [9] that the C-algebra 7(S ® E) of invariant differen-

tial forms is an exterior algebra on n generators over the C-algebra 7(S) of

invariant polynomials, and is in fact generated over 7(S) by the differentials

dfx,---, df„ of the polynomial invariants fx ,•■•,/„ and the unit element. It follows that

(5.1)    /(s®£p)(o = (1_tmip:1).:.(1'_;mn+-T)->   P=u-,n,

where apitx, •■•,(„) is the pth elementary symmetric function in the indeterminates

*i> "">*»"

Lemma 3. Lei X!,-,x„ èe indeterminates, let G be the symmetric group

on xx,---,x„ and let E be the exterior algebra on xx,---,x„ overÇ. The group G

acts naturally on the commutative algebra £ ® £. Set
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U =   E X; ® X;, V = E x¡ ® xk + xk ® x¡.
i ¡<k

Then

IiEp®Ep) = Cu"@Cup~1v,       p = l,-,n-l.

Proof. Clearly both up and up~1 v are in J(£p ® £p). To hold the indices in check

we let Q denote the set of increasing sequences ix < ■•■ < ip of p integers chosen

from 1,—,n, we let (¡') denote an element of Q, let {i} be the corresponding un-

ordered set, and write x^^X;, A- •• A x¡„- Suppose y = Ec(¡)(t)x(i)®xwe/(£p®£p)

where c{i)>(jt)eC and the sum is over all pairs (i),W of elements of Q. If for given

sets {¿},{fc} the intersection {i}C\{k} contains fewer than p— 1 elements, then

there exist two distinct indices, say ka,kß, which are distinct from all elements

of {¿}. Now apply the transposition ik„k¿) of G to each term in the sum y. The

invariance of y shows that c(;)(t) = - c(¡)>w and hence c(¡) w = 0. Thus we may

write y = yx + y2 where yx is a linear combination of elements x(i) ® x(Ji) such

that {¿} n{fc} contains p elements, in other words {¿} = {k}, and y2 is a linear

combination of elements x(i)®x(t) such that {i}r\{k} contains p— 1 elements.

Invariance of y implies the invariance of yx and y2. We thus have

yx = E(¡)ft(¡)Xc¡) ® x(;) with ft(¡) eC and invariance of yx shows that all the ft{;) are

equal, say ft(i) = ft. Then yx = b E(i)x(i)®x(i) is a C-multiple of up=p! E(¡)X(i)®x(¡).

Similarly with slightly more effort one sees that y2 is a C-multiple of up~1v. Thus

the elements up, mp_1i; span 7(£p ® £p). For p < nboth up and up_1 yare not zero

and hence linearly independent over C. This proves the lemma. The argument

breaks down for p = n only because u"~1v = 0 and in that case we have

f(£„®£„) = Cun. The elements u,v also satisfy the relations u"+1=0 and u2 =0.

We are now in position to prove Theorem 2. Since L is simple, G acting in V

is an irreducible group. A theorem of Burnside [1] states that there exists a co-

ordinate system xx,---,x„ in V such that G acting on V* sí Ex includes the sym-

metric group H on xx, ■■■,xn. In this coordinate system the Killing form must be

4  l xf +bl, x¡xkeIiS2)
z       i i<k

where a, ft are real numbers. We cannot have a = 0 because the form is positive

definite. We let /(£ ® £) denote the elements of £ ® £ invariant under G and

IHiE ® E) the elements invariant under H. Under the map /-* E¡(5//ox¡) ® x¡

of S2 -> Ex ® Ex the Killing form maps into au + bv e f(£j ® Ex) where

u,veIHiEx ® Ex) are the invariants of Lemma 3. Since /(£ ® £) s fH(£ ® £),

Lemma 3 shows that dim/(£p® £p) :£ 2. Suppose dim/(£p® £p) = 2 for some

p = l,••-,« — 1. We prove that dimIiE„-x ® £„_j) = 2. If p = n — 1 there is

nothing to prove so assume p < n — 1. From Lemma 3 we see that wp e 7(£p ® £p)

and u"~1veIiEp®Ep). Since v2 = 0 it follows that both au"v = up-1t>(au + ftt;)

and aup+1 + bupv = uv(au + bv) are in f(£p+1 ®£p+1).   Since p<n — 1 we
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have upv # 0 and since a ^ 0 it follows that dim/(£p+1 ® Ep+1) — 2. We con-

clude by induction that dimIiEn-x ® E„-x) = 2. Let Z be the 1-dimensional

G-module defined by the homomorphism y -» det y, y e G. Then En_x~Ex®Z

as G-modules. Since dety= +1, Z®Z~C is the trivial G-module. Then

£„_!&£„_! ~£j®£! as G-modules so that dimIiEx ®EX) = 2 which contra-

dicts the irreducibility of Ex. Thus dim/(£p®£p) = 1 for all pand hence £p is

irreducible for all p.

Let 9 : S -* SjF be the natural map and extend 0 to a map, denoted again 0,

of S ® £ -> S/F ® £ by letting it be the identity on £. Then 9 is a homomorphism

of G-modules and of C-algebras. Since 9 is a homomorphism of G-modules we

certainly have 0/(S ® £) £ IiS¡F ® £). Actually we have 0/(S ® £) = 7(S/F ® £)

because, using complete reducibility of the representations of G, we may choose

a graded G-module T such that S = F 0 T and then 0:/(T ® £) -> J(S/F ® £)

is an isomorphism. Set z, = 0(<i/). Since 7(S ® £) is generated over 7(S) by the

d/¡ and the unit element, and since every element s e J(S) may be written as

s = s0 + Si with s0eC and sx eF, it follows that the a, together with the unit

element generate 7(S/F®£) as algebra over C. Thus the (p) elements zh---z¡

ix< ■•■ < ip generate IiS/F® Ep) as vector space over C. In fact they form a

basis for 7(S/F ® £p) because Lemma 2 shows that dim IiS/F ® Ep) = dim£p=(p).

Thus the zh ••• zip are linearly independent over C.

The Killing form induces a natural isomorphism £p ~ £ * of G-modules and

hence a natural isomorphism S/F®£p —Horn (£P,S/F) of G-modules. Under

this isomorphism the invariants 7(S/F®£p) correspond to HomG(£p,S/F).

For (i)sQ, let cb(i) be the image in HomG(£p,S/F) of zti--z(. The linear in-

dependence of the zfl • ■ • Z; implies linear independence of the <p(i). Now if M is an

irreducible G-module and cbx,---,cbs are linearly independent G-module homo-

morphisms of M into a G-module JV then the sum E¡<p¡(M) is direct. This follows

at once from Schur's lemma by induction on the number of summands. In the

case at hand this means that the sum £(¡)</>(¡)(£p) is direct. Since the number

of summands is (p) = dim£p, the sum Z(O0(i)(£p) is the isotypic component of

SjF of type £p. Thus £p occurs as an irreducible constituent of (S/F)4 for precisely

the values q = mti + ••- + m¡, ix< ■■■ < ip. From the definition of cb(i) as the

image of 0(d/¡, ••• dfL) it follows that a basis for cb(iAEp) is given by the (p) minors

of J which involve /,,-••,/„, reduced mod F. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.

For the corollaries we argue as follows :

(2a) The linear independence over C of the minors of J after reduction mod F

amounts to the linear independence of the elements 9idfh---dft) over C. This

we have shown.

(2b) The proof of the theorem shows that IiS/F ® £) is generated as algebra

over C by the z¡ = 0(d/¡) and the unit element. Since z¡z¡ — - ZjZ,, IiS¡F®E)

is  a homomorphic image  of  an  exterior algebra  on   n   generators.  But
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dimf(S/F® £) = dimE = 2" so I(S¡F®E) is in fact an exterior algebra on the

z,- = 0(d/,).
(2c) The proof of the theorem shows that f(£p ® £p) =Cwp for all p = 1, •••, n

where w = au + bv may be identified with the Killing form. Suppose we have an

isomorphism EpstEq of G-modules. Then (p) = dim£p = dimEq = Q) so

q = p or q = n — p. Suppose q = n — p. Let xP be the character of £p and let

y e G be a reflection. Then #p(y) ¡s the pth elementary symmetric function of the

eigenvalues 1,1, •••, 1, -1 so that xjo) = ("p1) - ip-\)- Now xp(y) = X„-P(y) shows

n — p = p. Thus in any case q = p. It follows that f(£p ® Eq) = 0 for g ^¿ p and

hence I(E ®E)- L^pI(Ep ® Ep) is generated over C by the unit element and an

element w = au + bv which satisfies w"+1 = 0 and which may be identified with

the Killing form.

(2d) From Theorem 2 or directly from (5.1) we conclude that 7(S/F®£p)(0

= op(tm,,---,fn). Thus one has a homogeneous isomorphism

(5.2) J(S/F®£1)^/(S/F®£„_1)

of graded vector spaces if and only if there exists an integer k such that

tk<jx(tmi,---,tmn) = <jn-x(tm\---,fn). Comparing coefficients on both sides shows

that this condition is equivalent to the existence of an integer k such that

k + mi + m„-i + x = mx + ••• + m„. This is equivalent in turn to the statement that

m¡ + m„_i + 1 is independent of i, the double duality. The same kind of coefficient

comparison shows that double duality implies the isomorphisms

/(S/F®£p)^/(S/F®£„_p).

For later use we remark that (5.2) is equivalent to the existence of a homogeneous

isomorphism

(5.3) /(S®£1)^/(S®£„_1)

of graded vector spaces.

6. Let M, N be G-modules. We say that M and N are skew isomorphic if there

exists a 1-1 C-linear map 0 of M onto N such that 0yx = (dety)y0x for all

x e M and all y e G. We call 0 a skew isomorphism between M and N. Since

dety = + 1 the relation of skew isomorphism is symmetric. Again we let Z denote

the 1-dimensional G-module defined by the homomorphism y -» dety and let z be a

generator of Z. If we set M = M ® Z we see that x -» x ® z, x e M, defines a skew

isomorphism between M and M. Since Z®Zs¿C, M "and Mare isomorphic as

G-modules.

From Lemma 1 we conclude that t\SIF)(t~1,y) = dety(SIF)(t,y) where

r= 2Z¡m¡. Thus rr_9(y) = (dety)t9(y) for all yeG and all q = 0,---,r so that

iSjF)q and iS/F)r-q are skew isomorphic. If M is an irreducible G-module and N
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is any G-module, then M is irreducible and the multiplicity of M in TV is equal

to the multiplicity of Min Ñ. Hence the

Theorem. If M is an irreducible G-module, then the multiplicity of M in

iS/F)qis equal to the multiplicity of M in iS¡F)r_q where r = Z;m,-. Thus in the

notation of Theorem I, with suitable ordering, q¡iM) = r — qAM).

We say that x e M is a skew invariant if yx = (dety)x for all y eG. Let /(M)

denote the subspace of skew invariant elements of M. Then the map x -» x ® z

defines a natural isomorphism /(M) =* 7(M) of vector spaces. It follows that we

have an isomorphism

(6.1) /(S ® M) ̂  7(S ® M)

of graded vector spaces which is homogeneous of degree zero. From Lemma 2

we see that /(S ® M) is free over 7(S) of rank equal to dimM.

Since E„-X — Êx is an isomorphism of G-modules, the isomorphism (5.3)

equivalent to the double duality becomes

(6.2) /(S®£1)^/(S®£1).

Now 7(S ® Ex) is generated freely over 7(S) by the df. If we can construct the

homogeneous derivation d of Theorem 3 then /(S ® Ex) is generated freely over

/(S) by the âf-, and the homogeneous isomorphism (6.2) is defined by df¡-> df¡.

Thus in this formulation the double duality is equivalent to the existence of the

map il.

In connection with (6.2) it is worth noting that the homogeneous isomorphism

/(S ® £0) — 7(S ® £0) amounts to the familiar fact that every skew invariant

polynomial may be written as an invariant polynomial multiplied by det J.

1. Let q = mx + ••• + m„-x. We have a sequence of natural maps

Sq®E„-x ^-> Sa®£? -^-> Hornos,) -^* HorniSuSq)

where \¡ix is a skew isomorphism of G-modules induced by the natural duality

in the Grassman algebra, where \¡i2 is an isomorphism of G-modules induced by

the natural isomorphism of vector spaces, and \J/3 is the isomorphism of G-modules

induced by the identification of Ex with Sx. The composite map

i^S^E^^HomiSj.S,)

is a skew isomorphism of G-modules. Let n = <K4/i ••• dfn-x). Since

df — df„-x e/(Sa® £„_!) we have n e /(Horn (S1;SB)) so that n is a skew homo-

morphism of Sx into SB. Since Sx is irreducible, n must be injective, and from the

definition of the map \¡/ we see that nxi = ui where u¡ is the minor of order n — 1

of J obtained by deleting the derivatives of/„ and the derivatives with respect to x¡.
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Our map d:S-*S®Ex is homogeneous of degree — 1 and commutes with the

action of G. Let â= do r\. Then a'is a skew isomorphism of Sx into Sq-X ®EX.

Since S is a polynomial ring we may extend d to a derivation d:S-*S®Ex of

S-modules. By induction on the degree of a homogeneous element one sees that

dys = (dety)yds for all yeG and all seS. Thus d maps I(S) into Î(S®EX).

Since dx¡ = du¡ = L^k(Su¡loxk)dxk we have

<"> *-F ? I; £*>■
We claim that the elements dfx,---,df„ are linearly independent over S. If not,

then we have a relation HiSidf = 0 where s¡€S and where sx, say, is not zero.

Then multiplication by âf2 ■•• âf„ shows that dfx ■■• df„ = 0. On the other hand,

computing directly from (7.1) shows that

♦1...*-*,(^)*t(^)*....^

which is not zero in view of our assumption about the algebraic independence

of the u¡. Thus the df¡ are linearly independent over S and the sum P = Y,¡I(S)df¡

is direct. Since G is a real group it has an invariant quadratic form/! and hence

mx = 1. The degree of the map dis thus q — l = mx + ■■■ +m„_x — l = m2 + --- +m„_1

and the Poincaré series for the graded vector space P is thus

^m2H-l-mn-i/.mi   ,   ttt    ,   .m„\

P(í) =   (l-imT+l)..^!-!».»*!)- '

On the other hand, using (5.1), (6.1) and the double duality we see that

P(0 = f(S®£„_1)(0 = /(S®£1)(0. Since Pçî(S®Ex) is an inclusion of

graded vector spaces we have P = Î(S ® Ex). Thus Î(S ® Ex) is freely generated

over I(S) by dfx, ■■-, df„ and Theorem 3 is proved.

8. For the symmetric group on n letters xl5 •••, x„ we can give the

following construction for the skew invariant differential 1-forms. Let

ax, ■■-, an be the elementary symmetric functions of x1; •••, x„ and let

A(xx,---,x„_i) = Y[x¿i<j¿„-i(xi- Xj) be the fundamental skew invariant

polynomial for the symmetric group on the letters xx,---,x„_x. Then a basis

for the skew invariant differential 1-forms over the algebra of symmetric functions

is given by the forms

cok= T(-iy+1A(xx,---,xi,---,xn)~dxi,       k = l,-,n,

where x¡ means that the letter x¿ is to be omitted.
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